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The 000-428 practice exam is written and formatted by Certified Senior IT Professionals working in
today's prospering companies and data centers all over the world! The 000-428 Practice Test covers
all the exam topics and objectives and will prepare you for success quickly and efficiently.
The 000-428 exam is very challenging, but with our 000-428 questions and answers practice exam,
you can feel confident in obtaining your success on the 000-428 exam on your FIRST TRY!
IBM 000-428 Exam Features
- Detailed questions and answers for 000-428 exam
- Try a demo before buying any IBM exam
- 000-428 questions and answers, updated regularly
- Verified 000-428 answers by Experts and bear almost 100% accuracy
- 000-428 tested and verified before publishing
- 000-428 exam questions with exhibits
- 000-428 same questions as real exam with multiple choice options
Acquiring IBM certifications are becoming a huge task in the field of I.T. More over these
exams like 000-428 exam are now continuously updating and accepting this challenge is itself a task.
This 000-428 test is an important part of IBM certifications. We have the resources to
prepare you for this. The 000-428 exam is essential and core part of IBM certifications and
once you clear the exam you will be able to solve the real life problems yourself.Want to take
advantage of the Real 000-428 Test and save time and money while developing your skills to pass
your IBM 000-428 Exam? Let us help you climb that ladder of success and pass your 000-428 now!
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Question: 1
A customer has a System z10 installed for over a month The customer calls IBM rep, mentions
that he has a problem with his system. What corrective action should be taken to help customer?
A. Get the Hardware Installation team involved
B. Go to the Customer site and resolve the problem.
C. Call the customer on phone and walk them thru the PMR process to resolve the problem
D. Refer the customer back to the Sales Team
Answer: C
Question: 2
Which temporary Capacity on Demand offering is NOT permitted to increase capacity by more
than 100% of the purchased permanent capacity?
A. Capacity Backup
B. Capacity for Planned Events
C. On/Off Capacity on Demand
D. Disaster Event on Demand
Answer: C
Question: 3
When building the image profiles for a large system, the client should be concerned with the size
requirements for which of the following?
A. Extended Common Save Area (ECSA)
B. Expanded Storage
C. Common Save Area (CSA)
D. Hardware Systems Area (HSA)
Answer: D
Question: 4
The System z10 processor installation is complete. Which of the following are the next steps the
customer expects from IBM team?
A. Setup a meeting with customers to discuss project summary plans and conclusions.
B. Have a IBM internal team meeting to discuss project
C. Invite the customer to an installed customer event
D. Reopen application discussions to start up another project
Answer: A
Question: 5
A very large retailer selling books on the internet is considering a z10 server running Linux or a
Dell Xeon server running Windows. Which of the following characteristics should be emphasized?
A. Linux solution provides a completely secure environment due to z10 hardware
B. Linux solution provides higher performance due to processor speeds
C. Linux solution has a lower cost due to the lower people support cost
D. Linux solution supports more adapters enabling the solution to connect more users and
sessions
Answer: C
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